
New Degree Program White Paper 
Contact Person: Joe Francom/Jay Sneddon 

Degree name: Bachelor of Science in Information Technology 

Department: Computing and Design 

College: Science and Technology 
Please answer the following questions: 

1. Does this degree program include stacked credentials? __X_Yes   __No.  If yes, indicate with an X all 

included credentials: _X_Certificate  __Associates  __Baccalaureate  __Masters 

2. How many new courses need to be developed for this program?___0___ 

3. For the baccalaureate degree, how many credits of core courses are required? __45___  How many 

required elective credits?__21__  How many open elective credits?__20__  Counting 31 credits of GE 

courses, how many total credits are in this program?___124____ 

4. If seeking external accreditation, please list organization(s) here _________________________________. 

Program Description.  Provide a brief description of the proposed program.  If stacked credentials are included 
in the program, identify and describe each one. If one or more emphases are part of the program, identify and 
describe them.   

Response:  

Information Technology is a critical skill in this age.  We already have a CIT degree with an IT emphasis. This 

proposal seeks to make the emphasis a standalone degree. 

Students will achieve a certificate of proficiency in Computing Fundamentals.  This is the existing lower division 

certificate of 18 credits. 

Students will be able to identify and analyze user needs and to take them into account in the selection, creation, 

integration, evaluation, and administration of computing-based systems.  This program will mirror other 

Information Technology degrees.  Students will be required to complete coursework that will lead to a B.S. 

 

Strategic Alignment. Cite specific examples of how this program aligns to the DSU strategic plan, mission, goals, 
and core themes. Include active learning-active life. 

Response: 
 
The program (as an emphasis) currently supports the DSU mantra of an ‘active learning-active life’.  All of our 
courses requires students to demonstrate a hands-on understanding of the tools and methodologies necessary 
for the technical age.  This will continue as we progress to being a standalone degree. 
 
In particular, the readjustment of the emphasis to its’ own stature as a degree complements Goal 2 of the 
strategic plan “to broaden and enhance academic programs to facilititate growth”.  We believe that the 
adjustment that we are proposing will make our program more visible to students and allow the program to 
grow. 
 
 

Comparison Benchmarks.  List a minimum of five universities whose similar programs were examined to inform 
the development of this proposal.  State how this proposal compares in terms of required credits of core 
courses, electives, course content, etc. If there are similar programs in other departments at DSU, identify them 
and describe significant differences between the two.  

Response: 
 



We aren’t planning on changing any of our existing courses, or adding any new courses for the change to a 
degree.  
 
UVU has a degree in Information Technology. Core required: 64. Electives: 21.   
BYU has a degree in Information Technology.  Core required: 48. Electives: 9.  
USU degree in Management Information Systems.  This isn’t a great fit, it parallels more of our IS&A degree here 
on campus. 
Weber degree in Information Systems & Technologies: Core: 52-53. Electives: 9 
  
 

Timeline (Stacked Credential Programs Only) Describe the timeline and benchmarks that will be met as you add 
one credential at a time moving forward.  Example:  This program will start with a 12-credit institutional 
certificate that can be completed in two semesters.  The first two courses have no prerequisites and are the 
prerequisites for the second two courses.  Once we have a minimum of 20 students enrolled in the first two 
courses, we will add the associate’s degree. Or…This program will begin as an emphasis in the BS in Integrated 
Studies program.  Once we have a minimum of 10 students per year working on this emphasis, we will establish 
the certificate using four of the emphasis courses and begin marketing the associate’s degree that will lead to 
the baccalaureate degree. 

Response: 
As noted above, this program will incorporate the Computing Fundamentals certificate. 
 

Departmental Capacity for Program. State the capacity that currently exists within the department to support 
this program in terms of faculty, space, equipment, etc.  If building a stacked credential program, describe a 
tiered approach to build capacity such as identifying the crossover skills for this program you will include as 
necessary requirements in candidates as new faculty are hired for other programs in the department. If building 
a non-stacked credential program, briefly describe any new resources including faculty that will be needed in 
order to launch the program.  Complete and attach Appendix D of the USHE form (Budget and Finance section). 

Response: 
Everything is already ready for this degree. We already are an emphasis. We just want to become a standalone 
degree. 
 

Documented Need for Program. What is the rationale for bringing this program forward at this particular time?  
Validate the need with hard data from reliable sources. Include student demand, regional and national 
employment needs, economic trends that might add to a need for this program, new directions set forth from 
external accreditors, etc.  (See Resources Packet) 

Response: 
 
The main reason to bring this degree out from under an emphasis is for marketability.  Our long-term plans are 
to do away with the existing CIT degree and more clearly define what a student has and what they can do by the 
time they leave the institution.  Information Technology is the nationally recognized name for this type of 
degree. 
 

Program Fit. Describe the niche this program fills within the DSU academic portfolio and the contributions it 
makes beyond simply graduating its students.  How might some of the courses accommodate non-majors of the 
program?  Is there a certificate that students from other departments could complete to add depth to their own 
degrees, etc.?  Also describe the fit and uniqueness of this program relative to similar programs within other 
USHE institutions.  

Response: 
 
We seek to be on the leading edge of skills and curriculum for our students.  Many other USHE schools have 
some similar courses, but we believe that few can provide the hands-on real-life practice that our degree will 



provide.  In particular, we have moved forward with some DevOps courses that are unique and timely and 
reflect current trends in industry that have been well received by students and employers. 
 

Innovation. Describe innovative aspects of the program in terms of delivery mode, instructional design, 
scheduling, flexibility, removing traditional barriers, etc. (See Resources Packet) 

Response: 
 
We will continue to use the same approach that we use currently within our emphasis, but we will do it in this 
new degree. 
 
 

Building University Capacity. Describe how the program will build university capacity in terms of research or 
creative opportunities, new markets, etc. for both faculty and students and the university as a whole. 

Response: 
In general, the new degree will give us more exposure locally and regionally.  Students will be able to more 
clearly see what is offered. 
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